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“It is difficult to stop it as our ability to see is limited” 
– General Keith Alexander  

 Director NSA on cyber security attacks 
December 2013  

 

Executive Summary 
 
In 1998, Rajeev Bhargava, inspired by the "Rapide Language and Toolset," envisioned the value of software that could 
rapidly audit application to application messages (also referred to as "Events" and "Utility System Events") as they occur 
on the bus, "on the wire," in real time for compliance with operational workflow processes (the policies, procedures, 
guidelines for how an organization does business).  In the early stages of development, he further expanded the 
capabilities of the Rapide Language until it could read operational workflow processes (business process flow charts) and 
logically translate diagrams of workflow into a single three dimensional model, in the context of space, time and 
process.    
 
With the advent of his new language, Mr. Bhargava created a 5GL code free development platform that automatically 
determines what utility system events must occur to facilitate correct operational workflow, and what events do not 
belong in an operational process.   
 
In 2013, after seventeen years of development and testing, Mr. Bhargava's company Decision Zone Technologies, Inc. 
released dzAudit, a powerful software that gives users a code free development platform to create applications that 
audit and control enterprise utility events in real time. 
 

 

. . . a situational awareness capability that addresses both physical and 
cyber aspects of how infrastructure is functioning in near-real time 

 
 
This document is a technical explanation of dzAudit technology and capabilities, with emphasis on cyber security.  The 
software technology focuses on the identification of anomalies in real time and in context, no matter how much data is 
in motion.  For the sake of intrusion prevention, dzAudit does not audit data:  it only cares that application to application 
message are correct based on how an organization conducts business.   
 
dzAudit audits and controls utility service events on the bus, in real time, for cause and effect on operational workflow 
(how an organization works).  All events that comply with operational workflow processes (policies and procedures) are 
considered correct and added to the dzAudit operational workflow model, creating causal event history, while incorrect 
messages are stopped before they execute.  The records of correct events, after execution, are compiled into a 
consolidated audit trail that can be analyzed by business process management applications.   For intrusion detection, 
dzAudit prohibits internal and external intrusion by stopping unauthorized events (not data) in real time.   
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All informational systems have applications, which basically orchestrate internal messages within a messaging 
infrastructure to execute tasks, such as printing or copying a document.  Hackers exploit this messaging infrastructure by 
targeting networks with their own applications, and inserting messages that trigger various malicious actions.  dzAudit 
examines every application to application message on the wire in real time and analyzes their attributes against all 
known and trusted messages in a operational workflow process, identifies anomalous events, and stops the internal or 
external network intrusion by turning those events off, effectively disabling them before they can cause any damage. 
 
dzAudit examines utility service events generated by personnel and systems engaged in operational tasks to complete a 
business process (i.e.: payroll processing), and audits elements of each event for correct cause and effect on a 
predefined business process model (i.e.: payroll processing model), allowing only correct events to execute. 
 

 
 
dzAudit uses a "Causal Inference" language named "RAPIDE," to 
automatically determine which events entering the bus are necessary to 
achieve correct operational performance. 

 
 
Users can easily configure dzAudit to identify, monitor, report, alert, and respond to any operational processes an 
organization uses.  The 5GL code free development platform and data analytics technologies behind dzAudit make it 
broad-spectrum software capable of applications that audit and analyze application messages for a variety of purposes.  
If a process can be diagrammed, then dzAudit can create a dynamic model of operational workflow, and automatically 
determine what events should be part of the process - or not.   
 
An organization’s policies define the right patterns (methods and constraints) for conducting business. Everything you 
expect to work right is defined in policies.  System policies define how, when and what information resources can be 
used or accessed by people or applications in your business environment.  From the information technology point of 
view, people and applications use event messages (events) to use or access your information resources using scripts, 
utilities or command lines in a distributed networked environment.  In a distributed-network environment, information 
technology must check every event against your policy and secure it in real time.  
 
Current third- and fourth-generation programming-based information technologies cannot check and secure events in 
real time in a distributed network environment.  For security, current applications can only accumulate system logs into 
databases to perform analytics to discover wrong patterns.  These wrong patterns are added to the knowledge base.  
When logs are accumulated and normalized into event patterns, the event pattern is matched against the knowledge 
base of wrong patterns to determine if an anomaly had occurred.  
 
dzAudit uses a "Causal Inference" language named "RAPIDE," to automatically determine which events entering the bus 
are necessary to achieve correct operational performance.  dzAudit automatically determines the validity of event 
patterns to policy & procedural workflows, rapidly building a customized intrusion prevention application that 
generates real time alerts when invalid events attempt intrusion. 
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By simple 5GL causation logic, events that do not follow the right patterns can be detected and responded to instantly.  
Your dzAudit security applications utilize this simple 5GL causation logic to monitor event patterns and identify all events 
that do not follow the right patterns as anomalies – and identify how they are anomalies.    
 
dzAudit uses a policy-centric approach to security.  Organizations design and define how they conduct business.   
dzAudit validates correct utility service events by automatically determining which events are necessary for correct 
operational performance.   Correct events make operations execute as designed, to create the intended results.  An 
incorrect event shatters the operational workflow process, causing unintended effects.   
 
Simply put, what a policy-centric approach means for an anomalous transaction is that "if it’s not in the operational 
model, it’s not in the system.”  Any such anomaly can be managed and responded to appropriately. dzAudit gives users 
situational awareness capability that addresses both physical and cyber aspects of how infrastructure is functioning in 
near-real time.  The implications for cyber security are significant, particularly for connected smart technologies, the 
internet of things, critical infrastructure, government, military, law enforcement, health care, financial institutions, 
mobile devices, BYOD devices, and cloud services. 
   

 

dzAudit is a cost-effective, rapidly deployable, scalable, 
technology-neutral cyber security framework solution. 

 
 
dzAudit embodies policy-centric and data-centric paradigms for auditing.  dzAudit is the first software to combine the 
power of advanced data analytics technology and the dzAudit 5GL Policy-Centric technology to audit and control 
network events, in real time, immediately before and after they execute.   
 
dzAudit puts data analytics on steroids.  The traditional processes for data analysis change because of the dzAudit audit 
trail.  dzAudit generates a chronological audit trail of correct events immediately after they execute, and feeds it into 
RAM for instant analysis.  Data analysts can build algorithms based only on correct event transactions, creating 
unprecedented accuracy and speed to their process.   
 
Legal mandates require that auditing trails present in chronological format.  To achieve the mandate, data analysts 
manually search for the chronology in data.  The dzAudit audit trail includes an automated chronology of events, 
eliminating costly and cumbersome data searches. 
 
dzAudit is a cost-effective, rapidly deployable, scalable, technology-neutral voluntary cyber security framework      
solution.  Capable of authenticating all application to application messages in real time and in context at the rate of tens 
of millions of transactions per second, dzAudit provides deep-level validation and causal history tracking for each 
individual transaction. 
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“Either you know you’ve been  
hacked, or you’ve been hacked and you  

don’t know you’ve been hacked.” 
– General Keith Alexander  

 Director NSA, October 2012  

 

An idea with universal appeal  
Whether in government, military, business, or an end user, everyone needs confidence that their data, applications, and 
networks are secure and trusted.  Cyber security is not for the few, it is for all.  Service providers and OEM vendors can 
address this need for security and trust by incorporating dzAudit into their offering. By embedding dzAudit into their 
service and products, and consequently into everyday life, providers can deliver peace of mind and deepen relationships 
with customers. 

A proactive defense against malicious acts 
In a world of big data, cloud applications and third party infrastructure, experienced security professionals understand 
how vulnerable their networks, applications and data stores are to attacks and disruption.  Whether accessing ”data-at-

rest” information with a database query, sending a rogue ”data-in-
motion” instruction for an unauthorized task, or capturing ”data-in-
use” as a user inputs a password, there are many opportunities for 
hostile parties to gain control and compromise essential systems. 
Even a single, harmless-looking instruction mixed in with legitimate 
system traffic can potentially destroy critical assets, compromise 
essential processes and cause casualties in very human terms.   
 
Industry, government and consumers want and expect to be able to 
use online services they can trust before moving critical information, 
applications and processes to the cloud; indeed a ”trusted cloud” 
would seem an essential next step for the digital economy. We need 
to be able to identify new malicious threats before they execute. 

The bigger problem 
Many non-IT executives, managers and staff across industry sectors and government are very familiar with the cost and 
complexity of implementing cyber security solutions…costs which include revenue-generating opportunities foregone, 
disruption to operations, reputational damage and career-ending implications of project blow-outs beyond their control; 
and discovery that new systems will not actually scale well with big data without an expensive upgrade.   

Collateral damage from breaches include server disruption, hardware damage, stolen records, millions of dollars in theft, 
disruption of services, loss in consumer confidence, and the cost of repairing damage done.   
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Recent successful attacks have targeted the CIA, Federal Reserve, Department of Energy, State Department, the US 
Sentencing Commission, NIST, Target, UCLA Medical Center, and the most recent OPM theft of 20 million personnel 
records. The Defense Department alone faces more than 10 million attacks every day. 

The dzAudit solution to the problem is complete security for all layers of the OSI Model, by ensuring that every 
individual transaction in the Application Layer is authenticated as it enters the system in real-time and in context. It is a 
system architecture based on a policy-centric solution that scales with big data, without affecting system performance, 
and renders anomalous, rogue instructions impotent and proactively managed.  

 

The Message IS the medium 
At a fundamental level, data is an outcome of process, not the other way around.  Long before there was data, there 
was process.  “Information” can be thought of as “data in context” and that context is the operational workflow, which 
can be mapped, including steps, conditions and attributes.  Once mapped, the causal relationships, inputs and outputs 
are defined and can be incorporated into a dynamic operational workflow process model.  Like a missing piece from a 
puzzle, any system input can now be checked at a glance. Is it the “right” next piece in the cycle, has it come too early or 
late, or does it belong to another puzzle altogether? 
 

 
“dzAudit is the first implementation ever to have a language that can 

actually read a graph automatically. That is why we do not have to write 
any code, because dzAudit understands the exact relationship of each 

event to every other, from a graphical, three dimensional, point of view.” 
– Rajeev Bhargava  

 CEO, Decision Zone Technologies, Inc., January 2014  

 
 
dzAudit uses Unified Modeling Language (UML) to convert operational workflow diagrams of how business is conducted 
into a dynamic model of how systems, machines, and people interact – a collaborative picture, depicted through 
mapping, in UML format.  dzAudit’s integrated development environment (IDE) imports user/enterprise UML/XMI files, 
configures their message sources, and compiles a JAR file for deployment into the dzAudit Authentication Server.  
 
dzAudit’s authentication server is the only software system that can read graphs like a human being.  An enhanced 
version of the Rapide Language, originally developed at Stanford University, can read a single complex pattern that is 
causally related. Within dzAudit, the Rapide language has been extended to read multiple causally related complex 
patterns.  That is why we do not have to write any code, because dzAudit understands the exact relationship of each 
event to every other, from an operational workflow perspective. 
 
Using operational workflow graphs based on policies and procedures, a solution need only check a limited number of 
“correct” or known paths rather than an open-ended number of unknown paths.  The consequences are significant, 
including the ability to effectively authenticate individual data-in-motion events ”on the wire” in high-volume, spotting 
and stopping  both "known" and ”new” threats as they enter the system, and eliminating bad from otherwise legitimate 
event transactions.  dzAudit authenticates utility service events based on various factors, including where they came 
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from, sequence, duration, guard conditions, and timing.  The outcome is a logical, scalable, policy-centric perimeter 
defense at the input level, in real time.  dzAudit’s ability to mitigate threats increases proportionately to the size of the 
network and communications system, because a larger volume of valid event criteria details heightens the overall 
dimensions of the dynamic operational workflow model. 
 
In a simple business process scenario, such as setting up a new employee's email, specific employees from various 
departments follow a standard operating procedure, in a predetermined sequence, using their computers to 
communicate with each other and to configure the new email account.  The employee's use of their computer has a 
factorial effect, generating thousands of utility system events, causing multiple processes and sub processes, with each 
going through various states and options.   
 
The "Secret Sauce" behind dzAudit's is the ability to automatically determine which utility service events are necessary 
for correct operational workflow, and then hardening the dzAudit dynamic operational workflow model with correct 
event transaction history by adding all correct instances to the model as they occur in real time, in microseconds. 
  
Below are the seven main functions of dzAudit.  Functions one through four utilize the dzAudit 5GL engine.  Functions 
five through six utilize advanced machine learning data analytics engines.  Function seven is the user software interface.   

1. Authenticate utility service events on the wire and generate alerts with audit trails   
2. Detect pre-defined event pattern alerts on the wire  
3. Discover causal event relations or business processes on the wire 
4. Generate alerts when SLA (Service level agreements) are violated 
5. Scripting Engine that automates actions based on alerts from dzAudit functions 1-4 
6. Search for behavior anomalies using audit trail training data 
7. Real Time Online Analytical Processing (OLAP)/Machine Learning Dashboard 

 

dzAudit’s Key Attributes 
Real-time, automated authentication of data-in-motion events within high-volume big data – millions of 
authentications per second 

Input-focused, catching anomalies (threats or intrusions) before they are processed 

Authenticates for valid pathways, guard conditions and attributes within defined processes 

No business rule strategies 

Detects both known and unknown anomalies; automatic audit trails provided 

Simple and seamless integration with existing technology landscape  

Produces a chronological audit trail of correct events in RAM, allowing data analytics to produce exponentially 
more accurate and fast results. 

Compatible with third party data analytics software 

Runs parallel to network servers, on the bus 
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Wired and Wireless Networks  
dzAudit delivers real-time, in-context authentication of individual data-in-
motion events within big data wired or wireless environments – ideal for 
creating trusted cloud security solutions.  Incorporating advanced graph 
technologies and deep-level event inspection, dzAudit seamlessly embeds 
directly into your cloud, application or network to stop non-authorized activity 
before execution.   

dzAudit automatically tracks the causal history of every process cycle to which 
events belong.  It introduces a security perimeter at the most basic process 
level to identify and remove anomalies, and ensure only authorized, valid 
events are transacted in proper context.  Implemented either as a software or 
chip-based solution, system-agnostic authentication (does not look at data, 

data encryption)  can concurrently evaluate tens of millions of events per second; making it an effective high-volume, 
data-in-motion security solution for cloud-based applications, wired networks, or stand alone hardware.  

dzAudit is not intrusive to end-users nor does it ultimately rely on difficult-to-scale human input.  dzAudit works in 
parallel to servers using workstations, and automatically in the background; always on, invisible, identifying genuine 
anomalies and insulating workers from the ‘noise’ of traditional cyber security products.  People can work more 
productively and effectively in a simpler environment, not overloaded with too much complexity, too much data, or too 
many prompts.   

dzAudit can be scaled to integrate with monitoring, metric or behavior modeling tools, allowing it to self-adjust 
automatically to changing conditions.  If desired, system owners can see inside the ”black box” of network traffic to view 
only the anomalous activity (without the confusion of all activity or distraction of false-positive results). The result is a 
level of anomaly detection and documentation that can significantly enhance an organization’s security, performance 
and compliance without encumbering end-users with unnecessary training, software updates, or requests for input.  

Tailored Effects 
dzAudit is an open ended software that requires tailored configuration based on the unique ways an organization 
conducts business, how they want to handle anomalous events (i.e.: stop, suspend, allow, suspend and inspect), the 
architecture of alerts and notifications, and who should receive them.  The configuration of dzAudit before it goes live is 
focused on the dynamic operational workflow model of how an organization conducts business.   

Once the operational workflow diagrams have been created, the dzAudit scripting engine simulates correct new user 
events and publishes them in the bus.  The DPM engine audits the correct events as compliant with the operational 
workflow model.  The causal history for correct simulated events is plotted into the dynamic model. Then, dzAudit 
generates scripts simulating incorrect events, and the dzAudit dashboard identifies them as "Anomalies."   Software 
engineers use the audit trail to identify the anomalies, and write code that tells dzAudit how to handle the events, such 
as stopping or temporarily suspending execution.   

When dzAudit goes live, it will handle all instances of those incorrect event types as predefined.   In instances where 
dzAudit stops or suspends (stop event) an anomaly from executing, there will be no record of the instance in the 
behavioral modeling engine (data analytics), which confirms the anomalous event never executed.  Optionally, engineers 
can write code commanding dzAudit to audit stop events and broadcast notices that the events were stopped. 
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Following is a depiction of the dzAudit dashboard, identifying the first event initiated by Bruce Lee, a hacker attempting 
to gain access into a network to access the database via a Blackberry phone.  For the sake of this example, engineers had 
already written script instructing the software to stop execution of this "Missing source" event type, but did not direct 
the software to issue notification of that result.  The end result is that no subsequent events were flagged as anomalies, 
because dzAudit stopped Mr. Lee's first event from executing.  

 

In the "Event List," dzAudit highlights the anomalous events in red.  In the "Event" panel, each event caused by Mr. Lee is 
identified as, "anomaly='true'," meaning the event does not comply with the 3D model.  It is clear that Mr. Lee tried to 
create an account using John Smith's (current employee) credentials.  dzAudit flagged the events because the "anomaly 
type ='missing source'."  The "Terminated transactions id's" panel shows all events, by user, that entered the bus.  
Double clicking the user will show details of related events.  Ann Taylor and John Smith events were correct and 
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processed into the audit trail for the behavioral modeling engine to analyze.  Bruce Lee events, highlighted in red by 
dzAudit, were not processed into the audit trail.  

 

 

Target Markets 

Solutions Industries 

Cloud security Defense (DOD) 

Application security Healthcare 

Network security Financial services 

Audit and compliance Grid/Critical Infrastructure 

Process management Manufacturing 

 Government 

 Smart Technologies 

Security for cloud, applications and networks 
• Allows CISO to secure their applications (including cloud), and networks, against both known and new external and 

internal threats 
• Fully automated auditing process significantly reduces the cost of anomaly detection and management (providing 

audit trails); allows re-alignment of auditing and rule-coding resources to productive activities  
• Provides situational awareness, allowing a proactive stance rather than a reactive stance 
• Allows IT professionals to work with process owners at the level they both understand – policy-centric operational 

workflow diagrams of how business is conducted – to agree on specifications and minimize misunderstanding 
• Improves data quality through elimination of non-conforming data 
• Complements existing security layers with a minimal, non-intrusive footprint invisible to end-users 
• Runs in fully encrypted environments 
• Can detect code cause and effect faults in software at the event level during the process cycle, and trigger 

processing algorithms to repair the fault 
• Can be integrated with behavior modeling diagnostics for profiling threat types and sources 

Process management 
• Allows process owners to identify and refine their processes for doing business through process audit (Detailed 

alerts for incorrect events will occur for both security threats and flawed processes because events are audited for 
compliance with processes.) 

• Integrates with dashboard reporting and SLA tools to create an audit trail that shows performance in real time 
• Integrates audit trails with adaptive heuristic algorithms to facilitate controlled process improvements 

Audit and compliance 
• Ensures each step of a process, whether simple or complex, is complied with in accordance with specified 

conditions. 
• Automated audit trail of events based on user configuration. 
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Process authentication business case 
 

 
“As for the incident management case (below)  
the numbers are believable and conservative 

in my experience as the Operation Chief, 
Army Global Network Operation and Deputy Director, 

Current Operation, US Cyber Command.” 
– Col. (Ret) Bob Banks  

 
 

 
IM business case: provisioning 
process with 10,000 instances/ 
day; 15 anomalies/day 

IBM business intelligence product 
portfolio 

Decision-Zone Technologies Inc. authentication 
server SDK product portfolio 

Software costs WebSphere + Cognos + IM Products 
> $8m USD 

dzAudit + SLA +  Discovery + Dashboard  
 $2.5m USD 

Implementation costs $3m USD $400k USD 

Implementation time 12-18 months 6-8 weeks 

On-going operations costs $3m/year $500k/year 

Cost/anomaly $243 $135 

Cost/anomaly resolution (days/weeks/months)@$1,000/HR 
average cost / 2-days - $16,000 

(minutes/hours/days)@$1,000/HR average 
cost / 1-hour - $1,000 

Critical enterprise processes 25-50 25-50 

Total enterprise processes 1000-5000 1000-5000 

 
Threat vectors in focus 
Professionals recognize that the need to defend a system plays an important part in the security landscape, particularly 
for advanced persistent threats. dzAudit is relatively simple and inexpensive to implement, and overcoming its logical, 
utility system event-level defenses is formidable. 
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Cyber Security Threats and Sources 

Types of threats Typical Source of Threat 

Cross-site scripting Hackers 

Denial of service/Distributed denial of service Criminal groups 

Logic Bombs Bot network operators 

Phishing Phishers 

Passive wiretapping Nations 

Structured query language injection Insiders 

Trojan horse Spammers 

Virus Terrorists 

War driving Malware authors 

Worm Open Ended 

 

Cloning 
Cloning takes a variety of forms but typically involves spoofing a system into completing a desired process using a 
replicated communication or device ”fingerprint” for an authorized user.  Even where large parts of a process are 
unknown, threats can be executed by cloning as little as one critical message.  dzAudit disrupts clone attacks through 
both enforcement of causal continuity for every individual process instances and deep level event attribute inspection 
(e.g. a consistent device fingerprint profile) attributes that most cloning threat vectors do not have.   

Root level applications 
Experienced security professionals well know that intruders commonly install and run root level applications to execute 
undesired processes.  These applications are often very well hidden within other applications and can be very difficult to 
identify and remove.  Because dzAudit requires all authentic events, their attributes and guard conditions to be 
previously defined and stored within dynamic operational workflow process, rogue application events are ”left out in 
the cold” and their event messages are instantly identified, stopped and documented. 

Distributed denial of service (DDoS) 
DDoS attacks typically rely on legions of compromised computers from across the globe simultaneously overloading a 
specific web server with incoming traffic.  Within dzAudit, each event source is equipped with a configurable space/time 
software buffer switch.  This configuration can be set to act like a ”fuse” while web server requests (as many as 
required) are monitored.  When an adversary attempts to bombard the network with high volume traffic, dzAudit 
recognizes events arriving that represent the first steps of a process (i.e.: a page request) for which by definition the 
operation workflow causal history is yet to be established.  These events can be buffered, and when the threshold is 
exceeded due to high volumes, then those events are stopped through a TCP/IP kill sequence or disabling the event 
source.  The result is that a specific process can be isolated and managed in response to bombarding event traffic, while 
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legitimate process traffic (i.e. authenticated events with valid utility service causal histories) can continue; avoiding 
overload of the system and avoiding disruption of in-train processes. 

Man in the middle and packet injection 
dzAudit will not stop a man in the middle attack if communication occurs through a single connection between two 
users (an unlikely scenario) because the utility service history is minimal.  dzAudit need 3 or more operational workflow 
process models to detect intrusions.  However, where strict event attribute criteria are specified and detailed valid event 
criteria is available, as in process collaboration, dzAudit will alleviate the man in the middle attack.   

Insider threat 
Internal intrusions require that someone within an organization access the system from within and enter or 
misappropriate data.  dzAudit will mitigate the act at the messaging level, preventing all unauthorized messages before 
they initiate an event.  dzAudit disrupts these attacks through both enforcement of causal continuity for every individual 
process instance, and deep level event attribute inspection.  It monitors employee actions according to functions.  In the 
Edward Snowden case, dzAudit would have stopped events critical to his success, including attempts to access the 
server, and migration of data to a foreign location such as a remote server, portable drive, or disc. 
 

Use case scenarios 
The following real-world scenario demonstrates how dzAudit mitigates the threat vectors discussed above.  A short 
analysis summary of dzAudit’s solution is provided for each kind of threat.  For deeper understanding, an in-depth case 
analysis is provided for the first scenario, cloning, to demonstrate at a technical level how dzAudit mitigates the threat.  

Military glasses in combination with cloud service providing real-time facial recognition 
A soldier wearing smart glasses sends streaming video from the field to a cloud service.  In return the glasses receive 
contextual annotation information relating to faces recognized in the streaming video that is overlain within the field of 
vision.  In an urban environment, the device allows the soldier to automatically identify suspected adversaries and 
persons of interest within crowded street environments.   

Threat One: Cloning 
A hostile third party is seeking to access the cloud server to alter the facial attributes of an individual suspect.  Assume 
the party cannot use stolen login details due to a two-factor authentication process. 
 
Case Summary 
System protected from cloned messages. The causal history is not present.  
 
In-depth case analysis 
At a very basic level, any amendment of the information within a database is set to follow an operational workflow 
process.  For example, changing suspect identity information in a database might include the following process steps: 
 

1. User requests login page 

2. User submits authentication details 

3. Authentication system validates submitted details 

4. User searches database for record of specific individual 
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5. User submits changes to the facial dimensions of the suspect 

6. User clicks ”save” 

7. Updated details are validated against basic criteria (e.g. no null values) 

8. On successful validation, an update query is used to record the updates to official identity database 

9. User receives confirmation that the changes have been made 

10. User logs out 

 
Scenario without DzAudit 
Where a malicious third party is unable to use stolen login details, the system can typically be by-passed by reading, 
altering and redirecting certain messages within the network.  Assume for this example that the intruder is able to 
identify a network message containing a query or update query intended for the identity database.  The party could then 
clone a query message, insert the name of the suspect into the message and send it to the database.  The database 
would subsequently return a message back referencing the name and associated attributes which the intruder would 
read (note that the original sender of the message would also receive the message).  The intruder would then send an 
update query to the database to change the relevant suspect’s details without being observed. Mission accomplished. 
 
Scenario with dzAudit 
In the above scenario, dzAudit would begin tracking an instance of the amendment process the moment the login page 
was returned to the user.  It would then track and inspect each successive event through the system to ensure it 
appeared in the right sequence, with the correct attributes and guard conditions. 

When dzAudit sees the intruder’s first cloned message (a query used to identify the suspect’s ID), it has evidence that 
the original message was already authenticated.  Therefore, the cloned message is marked invalid, not executed and 
passed to the anomaly management system for further investigation. 

Threat two: root level application 
An IT contractor working for a foreign government inserts code into an application that will compromise the cloud server 
holding identity information.  On activation, it will randomly erase sections of the identity database and the soldier's 
glasses will identify no one. 
 
Case Summary 
dzAudit analyzes network traffic at a very deep level to ensure each event passing through the bus has proper attributes 
and context according to a defined operational workflow process.  Assuming the adversary has not encoded all current 
process steps, user authentication and required detailed event attributes, dzAudit will identify messages coming from 
the rogue application as an anomaly.  This example highlights that periodic update of processes, guard conditions and 
attributes will further decrease the odds of success from this kind of threat. 

Threat three: Distributed denial of service attack 
An adversary launches a DDoS attack against the cloud server, hoping to jam communications from soldiers in the field. 
 
Case Summary 
The process of streaming video from the glasses and receiving identity information back is not a simple two step event, 
but rather, it is only two steps within a larger process (e.g., within the context of a specific patrol).  As per the DDoS 
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threat description above, any existing communications-in-progress would be isolated from the general DDoS traffic. This 
will ensure real-time operational continuity. 

Threat four: man in the middle attack 
A well-resourced hostile party physically intercepts network traffic between the field glasses and the cloud service using 
an advanced wireless device.  Messages from the glasses are cloned and images forwarded with altered information in 
close-to-real-time. 
 
Case summary 
In this scenario, strict event attribute criteria are required for dzAudit to stop the man in the middle attack.  For an 
adversary to successfully attack, his messages must satisfy cause and effect in the operational workflow model, including 
sequence, timing and duration.  In an environment of complex process sequence and transmission on multiple ports and 
channels (e.g. both a 3G and 4G network) there are very high probabilities that dzAudit engine will stop the man in the 
middle attack because of extreme challenges for an adversary to create messages that satisfy the correct causal history, 
many event attributes, and correct sequencing within a predetermined time frame.  In the event of attack, the data 
analytics engine in dzAudit will identify the incident immediately after occurrence.  Network personnel see the attack 
through dzAudit, manage the attack, and configure how dzAudit deals with similar attacks in the future (set event 
processing rules, timeout rules, etc...). 

Threat five: Insider Threat 
A Defense Department contractor employee who helps maintain the facial recognition application,  signs into the 
network and copies the facial recognition data for an adversary. 
 
Case summary 
dzAudit maintains checks and balances over the employee's access, monitoring his actions according to functions.  
dzAudit disrupts the attempt through both enforcement of causal continuity for every individual process instance and 
deep level event attribute inspection (advanced data analytics).  In this scenario, dzAudit would stop the contractor 
employee access and copy events. 

 
Product Suite 

dzAudit for cloud, mobile applications and networks 

Deployed as either a network appliance, embedded virtual machine, or on a chip, dzAudit encompasses logic and 
analytics engines and a management interface that defends the system at the utility service events level.  Applications 
within the operational workflow process perimeter are configured to recognize authenticated events only, thereby 
ensuring that rogue instructions are excluded from processing. The management interface allows the engine to be  

administered, anomaly logs to be viewed in real time and exception management procedures to be configured. 
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dzAudit comes with an SLA monitoring 
tool that supports visualization of anomaly 
metrics. 

Dashboard includes predictive 
modeling and business intelligence 
OLAP 

Integrated with dzAudit, the dashboard 
enables set or a subset of data to be 
visualized and analyzed in a variety of 
views, including statistical models and 
provides the capability to aggregate, drill 
down, sort, filter and organize data within 
alternate hierarchies.  In addition, 
predictive-modeling-based data mining 
algorithms can be generated. 

 
dzDiscovery 
The reverse engineering tool uses advanced data mining techniques to correlate events from a timing and data 
perspective, extracting the sequence information and guard conditions for process (how business is conducted) 
branches. It requires a training dataset. This tool is used in instances where customers have not used business process 
engineers to define how they conduct business.   
 
dzDiscovery needs to run for a few months on a customer network before it can accurately map the customer's correct 
business processes.  The process to reverse engineer guard conditions is based on decision tree models and may include 
linear regression formulas. Once a process is reversed, the mapping can be used to collect event data to update guard 
condition information.  The resulting process map can be used as the starting point for the dzAudit Operational Workflow 
Process UML Map. 

SDK and API 
Decision Zone Technologies, Inc. provides a comprehensive software development kit (SDK) and application 
programming interface (API) guide that allows adaption of its solution for almost every environment.  Based on common 
open protocols and internationally recognized standards, solutions for parsing and authentication event traffic and 
integrating applications on all major platforms can be readily accommodated. 
 

Licensing and management 
Two forms of licenses, including: 

• Enterprise end-user licensing 
• OEM Licensing 
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End-user licensing for the dzAudit Server is perpetual, charged on a per-server, per-process-monitored basis, in 
increments of 5, 10 and 25 business processes.  An integrated dashboard and automated dzDiscovery are available on a 
per-site basis per annum.  Initial setup and annual maintenance fees apply to all licenses. 

OEM licensing is negotiated on a case-by-case basis depending on industry type and projected user base. 

Support and distributorship 

On Point Cyber is the authorized distributor of dzAudit to the United States Military, Government, and Commercial 
Sectors.   
 
Decision Zone Technologies, Inc. offers ongoing technical support, employee training and third party advisory services 
for its products.  License holders are provided with a comprehensive library of support documentation and live support 
is available through its headquarters.  On-site support is available per terms of contract. 

On Point Cyber - Partnerships and alliances 
On Point Cyber, Inc. have existing partnerships and alliances with Value Added Resellers (VARs) and IT services firms in 
the USA.  We are actively seeking strategic alliances with firms with complementary services, including OEMs, VARs, 
software vendors and services firms to expand markets and develop practical, forward-looking solutions to critical 
problems using the dzAudit automated code free development platform. 

Future developments 
Innovation is the life-blood of Decision Zone. With its genuinely innovative technology, Decision Zone Technologies, Inc. 
is committed to securing the systems of today and of the future as part of its wireless security strategy.  Current 
initiatives focus on client-side protection of mobile applications and devices, including means to incorporate third party 
processes into dzAudit’s security layer; expanding dzAudit’s capability to defend mobile cloud architectures.  dzAudit for 
Android is currently under development. 

About Decision Zone Technologies, Inc.  
Decision Zone Technologies Inc. is a privately held company headquartered in Cupertino, California. CEO Rajeev 
Bhargava is an acknowledged pioneer in the networking and software industry.  His career spans more than 30 years 
within the engineering IT industry, and he has been closely associated with many of its major developments.  Mr. 
Bhargava has advised many of North America’s largest organizations within the telecom, financial, high tech, military, 
retail, aerospace and government industries.  He holds the patent for dzAudit used for cloud, application and network 
security, data quality, audit and compliance. 
 

©2015 On Point Cyber, Inc. 

US Patent #7,908,160 System and Method for Producing Audit Trails 
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